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EDITORIAL

Dear Masters,
Dear Seafarers ,
last year we were quite busy to refinance 14 vessels of our
existing fleet as our main financing bank NORD/LB has deci
ded to leave the shipping sector. We are glad we have found
new valuable finance partners for our running ships and for
our modern F-500 heavy lift newbuilding vessels M/V BBC
St. Petersburg and M/V BBC Arkhangelsk which will start tra
ding in 2020. Both new builds are equipped with E3 ice class
so they can enter the Russian ports of St. Petersburg and
Arkhangelsk anytime they want.
The next four sister vessels of this type will be delivered
from 2021 onwards and will be delivered without ice class.
Their deck floor space will be expanded up to the outer shell.
Engine wise we decided to implement a standard engine
room arrangement with medium speed diesels instead of
frequency controlled shaft generators and a simple but
effective box cooling system.
Unfortunately 4 contracted planned newbuildings of 5.500 dwt
OTECO series for Briese Chartering won’t be delivered any
more next year as the Chinese Shipyard had to close its ship
building activities. We are presently looking to contract these
units in another shipyard. Also we are working on a large
gearless tween decker design for Briese Chartering. Our goal
is to contract 8 ships for Briese Chartering in 2020.
One ongoing challenge is the arrival of new fuel types (IMO
2020) on-board our vessels. Many people in our organization
are confronted with this change, both on-board and ashore
such as our bunker purchase agent UFS, the operations
departments of BBC and Briese Chartering and our technical
inspection groups. We are confident that we can all manage
this change smoothly in our fleet.
We wish you and your families a peaceful start into 2020.
Let’s begin the new decade with confidence.
Many regards from our headquarters in Leer,

Wilke Briese
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CHANGE OF MANAGEMENT

Announcement
Dear Colleague, dear Seafarer, dear Reader,
For the next Briese News Issue No. 07 2020 we would like to know your personal stories; How you spend
your time during the holiday season while being on board. Especially when it comes to Christmas and
New Year’s Eve.

If you are willing to share your story with all of our readers please send it to briesenews@briese.de
until February 29th 2020 so we can publish same with the next issue.
Many thanks for your stories in advance,
Your Briese News Team

Change of
Management
Ulrich Ulrichs is appointed as CEO
of BBC Chartering
BBC Chartering is pleased to report that
Ulrich Ulrichs has taken over the CEO posi
tion from Svend Andersen as announced in
May of this year.
The shareholders would like to thank
Svend Andersen for his many years with
BBC Chartering and his contribution to
develop and grow the company to become
the market-leading operator of multi
purpose and heavy lift vessels.
Ulrich Ulrichs has many years of experience
in shipping and is well-known in the heavylift industry. “We fully support Mr. Ulrichs in
his new role, and we have full confidence
that he will keep BBC Chartering on its
steady course,” said Roelf Briese.
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BRIESE TRAINEE

Briese Trainee
During the IHK-ceremony end of September our former
trainee Benjamin Hülskamp has received the appreciation
for his very good performance in the final exam “Schiff
fahrtskaufmann” in summer 2019. At the same time the
employer was commended for his services in the appren
ticeship. Meanwhile Benjamin´s results were determined as
best throughout Germany!
All trainees, who did their final exam in summer, were also
quite close to “very good” and have/give also reason to be
proud!
This is the opportunity to say THANK YOU to all who contribute time and efforts by guiding the development of
our trainees to result in an interesting, demanding and
finally successful process of the apprenticeship!
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BRIESE TRAINEE

M/V Kurt Paul in drydock
The trainees
Sina Pipetz,
Lea Goldenstein
and Madlén
Garbacz visited
M/V Kurt Paul
during drydock
in Denmark.

Sina and Lea, who are in the first year, are
working in Inspection Group 1 and 9 and
Madlén, who is back at University. Below
some of their impression of the visit of M/V
Kurt Paul:
In September 2019 we got the chance to see
the vessel M/V Kurt Paul while drydocking in
Munkebo, Denmark. We arrived late in the
evening and stayed the night on board.
The next morning, we had a great breakfast
and started our tour on board with the 2nd Of
ficer. Group 9 created a list of places we had to
visit, and, on every spot, we took a picture and
wrote down a short explanation. The first spot
we visited was the bridge. The view was even
in the drydock very impressive. We believe that
it’s more astounding on the ocean. With Oleg
Azhmyakov we went down to the wingtank and
he explained the use of them. It was very scary to
look in a black hole and to know that we will go
down there (luckily, we had some flashlights).
After lunch Bernd Hartmann joined our group
and he went with us to the bottom of the dry
dock to explain what is going to happen here
and why it must be done. For example, the
crewmembers removed the old colour and
painted the vessel with four layers of new paint.
To see the vessel in total showed how huge the
vessel is. On pictures and in the water, it looks
so much smaller.

Additionally, we took a closer look at the cargo
holds and were impressed by the size. As we
saw the vessel from the outside, we couldn’t
imagine the capacity the vessel has. Further
more, the engine room was quite interesting.
Now that we could see the machines in real
life and got some explanation from the Chief
Officer, we understand more of the conversa
tions in the office. In the evening we had a good
dinner while reviewing the day.
During our visit we learned how exhausting the
life on board is (and we didn’t even work). You
have so many ladders to climb and distances
to walk.
We are thankful that we got the opportunity
to visit M/V Kurt Paul in the drydock. Many
thanks to the crewmembers, who welcomed
us, showed us the whole vessel and explained
everything. Further we want to thank Oleg
Azhmyakov and Bernd Hartmann that they
took some time to show us around.
For our apprenticeship the visit on the vessel
was quite important because in the Inspection
Department we deal with so many certificates
and sometimes we don’t really know their exact
use. After the visit it’s easier for us to work and
understand it.
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ARKHANGELSK AND ROSTOV OFFICE

Briese Offices
Arkhangelsk
Arkhangelsk is the largest town in the North of European
Russia, the population is about 350 000, the year-round
seaport located at the mouth of the Northern Dvina River,
which flows into the White Sea.
The town was founded by decree of Tsar Ivan IV Groznyi in
1584. Arkhangelsk was the first and until the beginning of
the XVIII century it remained the only seaport of Russia; The
important point of coastal links with areas of the Russian
North.
The favorable geographical location provides access
through the White Sea to the World Ocean both in the
western and in the eastern direction without restrictions
on the straits. The port capacity allows processing up to 4.5
million tons of cargo per year.
It consists of three cargo areas and a container terminal.
The total length of the mooring front is 3.3 km. The berths
of the port allow vessels with a draft of 9.2 m and a length
of up to 200 m to go alongside and placed under cargo
operations. Arkhangelsk port is located on the currently de
veloping and prospective North-Sea Route and has exten
sive experience in supplying Arctic projects.

Vladimir Kharitonov

Despite the rumors that bears walk the streets of the town,
in fact this is a rare phenomenon.
Our town has three marine educational institutions;
the oldest nautical educational institution of the country the
Arctic Maritime Institute named of Captain V.I. Voronin,
leading its story from the nautical school, which was
founded by the Decree of Empress Catherine II on March 23,
1781; Fishing College and Technical of Water Communica
tions named after Oreshkov. All of them prepare specialists
of all ranks for sea and river fleets.
The company Briese Shipping has been represented in
Arkhangelsk since 2005 and to the present time it has been
providing seafarers with employment services for ships of
the Company. Our office is located in the town center on
the 11th floor of one of the business centers, with a beauti
ful view on the waters of the Northern Dvina River and the
inner anchorage of the port.
Arkhangelsk branch, being in communication with the Briese
Schiffahrt office in St. Petersburg, is fully performing the work
in accompanying seamen on working documents, visas and
contract documents; while also taking care for recruitment.

View out of the office window
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Rostov

Dmitry Bordunov

Rostov-on-Don is situated in South of Russia next to the riv
er Don. The city was founded in 1749 while port of Rostov
was founded in 1750 and is considered to be one of the old
est ports of Russia. It has status of Sea and River port with
year-round navigation and there are more than 50 berths,
all together with length of more than 9 kilometers. The port
of Rostov is an important part of internal water-transport
system of Russia and is the entrance to inner waters from
Azov Sea. This is the shortest way for transit cargo from
Mediterranean area ports to Caspian and Baltic seas.
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Rostov-on-Don has a very old maritime study tradition.
Sedov Marine College was founded in 1876 as nautical class
es, and is one of the oldest maritime educational institutions
of Russia. There were four maritime educational institutions
in Rostov in USSR time. Almost all of them are joint now
by Institute of Water Transport named after Sedov, which
is a branch of Novorossiysk State Marine Academy named
after admiral Ushakov. There are also several Marine Train
ing Centers in Rostov providing education and certifications
for STCW courses.

Olga Timonova

Graduates of our institutes are working on different vessel
types all over the world.

Russia and all of them are proud to work in such big, reliable
and multi-national company.

Briese Shipping / Rostov office had been opened in 2007
as a branch of Briese Shipping St. Petersburg. Our Office is
located in an old and central part of Rostov on one of the
most beautiful streets of the city. Railway and bus stations
as well as a Marine Medical Center are situated close to
the office, which is very convenient for our Seafarers. Our
office is dealing with the seafarers living in the south of

Employees of our office are involved in daily crewing busi
ness, which includes: selecting of suitable newcomers for our
fleet as well as keeping control over the existing crews, track
ing of availability and validity of documents and certificates
of the seafarers, visa and immigration formalities as well as
training courses and seminars for crew held by the company
Training Officers and Supervisors on a regular base.

BRIESE SCHIFFAHRT

BRIESE OFFICE

WHITE NIGHTS ST. PETERSBURG

„White Nights“ St. Petersburg
Celebrating the 20th
and 25th jubilees
of Briese’s Captains
and Chief Engineers!

Over 60 employees from the Briese fleet and
office staff from St. Petersburg, Sevastopol and
Leer met on July 05th 2019. They took part at
the annual “White Night Event” in St. Peters
burg, located in the new Italian restaurant “Don
Bosco” next to Nevskaya ratusha.

It was great to see so many people honouring
our Captains and Chief Engineers being with
Briese more than 20 years. Everybody was
impressed that three of them even are with
our company for 25 years. The honoured sea
men have been awarded with presents.

Our Fleetmanager Bernd Hartmann was the
company’s speaker, sharing news of the fleet,
the company and inspiring the participants to
make their chosen careers more than just a
job.

Briese Schiffahrt expressed sincere thanks to
all our seafarers on board and on vacation for
their great job. Special thanks were addressed
to the organisers of the event.

The special highlight was the honouring of sea
farers working for Briese more than 20 years.

With the motivation from successful advertisers,
a chance to interact with key fleet leaders, and
a tasty dinner, it was truly a day to remember.
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BRIESE CHARTERING

Breakbulk Europe 2019
For the second
time, the Briese
Group participated with a very
nice stand on the
worldwide largest
breakbulk trade
fair, Breakbulk
Europe 2019.

Same took place at the end of May 2019 in
Bremen, just about 120 km away from Briese
Headquarters in Leer / Ostfriesland.
Situated in Hall 6, the stand was a nice place
meeting many people, well-known business
partners, friends, but also possible new clients
being interested in the Briese Group.
A big “THANK YOU” goes to the stand building
company, but even more, the employees, who
gave life to nice stand, have to be thanked for;
without them, it would not have been possible
to be successful on the Breakbulk exhibition.
“They spent many hours in the halls talking
to the people”, said Ilona Lazareva, General
Manager of Briese Chartering. “It was a great
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pleasureto welcome so many people on our
stand. We could present our company on a
wide spectrum and meet many people. We
are very grateful that our business partners
and friends found time to visit us in Bremen. It
strengthens our position and our ways to make
business, but also shows us that people like to
work with Briese Chartering”, Lazareva contin
ued and “thanks especially to Nick Voskamp
and Hella Bruns organizing the stand, the ca
tering, the arrangement of every single item to
make our participation in the Breakbulk Europe
such a success”.
It has been decided to continue the participation at the Breakbulk Europe - so: see
you in Bremen on Breakbulk Exhibition in
May 2020!

Briese Chartering Turkey
Briese Chartering announces the launch of a
new possibility for shipbroking, projects as well
as full agency services, in Turkey.
Operating under the name „Briese Chartering
Turkey“, Chartering and Shipbroking, project
and turn key shipments are connected with the
fleet of Briese Chartering, containing 40 ves
sels under Chartering and Operating. To put all
services in one hand, full agency service inclu
ding drydocking and shipyard services will be
included into the services of Briese Chartering
Turkey.
Following a successful start of a Briese office
in Madrid/Spain in 2014 and a Briese office in
Riga/Latvia in 2016, we are happy to open the
office with immediate effect.
Serkan Aktug and Sinem Akarslan

The employees are experienced in chartering
and a wide variety of agency matters. The main
objective is to better service the existing clients
in Turkey and at the same time extend Briese
Chartering’s activities in East Mediterranean.
„To widen our focus and to arrange smooth
handling in Turkey, Bosphorus and sur
roundings, we learned it was time to extend

our network of offices“, said Ilona Lazareva,
General Manager of Briese Chartering. „With
Sinem and Serkan in our boat, we can build
new bridges in Turkey and spread the word
about the Briese fleet, always acting on our
slogan „Our objective - Charterers´ happiness“.

For inquiries and bookings, please contact
Briese Chartering Turkey in Istanbul via
phone, Email or visit via website:

Briese Chartering Turkey

Cevizli Mahallesi, Tugay Yolu Caddesi, No:12,
Nuvo Dragos Sitesi, A blok, Kat:2, Daire:3
34846 Maltepe - Istanbul,Turkey
Tel
Fax
Mob
Mob
Email
Web

+ 90 216 501 01 09
+ 90 216 501 01 08
+ 90 532 603 73 82 (Serkan Aktug)
+ 90 532 546 99 25 (Sinem Akarslan)
chartering@briese-turkey.com
www.briese-chartering.com

We are confident you will give them the same
support as you do to our offices in Leer/
Germany, Madrid/Spain and Riga/Latvia.
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BRIESE RESEARCH

Briese Research
Retirement R/V POSEIDON
R/V POSEIDON - being in the management of Briese
Research since 2004 - is going to retire in December 2019.
After more than 40 years of service for research, the vessel
will leave the German research fleet.
R/V POSEIDON was build in 1976 and is part of the German
mid sized research vessels. The vessel was sailing mainly in
the Northern Atlantic, the Mediterranean, the Black and the
Red Sea. It is operated by the GEOMAR Helmholtz Centre for
Ocean Research in Kiel. With the decommissioning in De
cember 2019 the vessel surprisingly concludes the scientific
service one year earlier than expected. One of the reasons
is the insufficient number of approved scientific cruise re
quests for the vessel.
In the 40 years of service R/V POSEIDON was very popular

in the scientific community due to its comfortable size and
good maneuverability. Despite its age the vessel offered
a variety of research possibilities and a reliable research
platform. The German State is planning to built a new ves
sel in the future in order to replace R/V POSEIDON and R/V
METEOR, the decision and planning process is currently still
running.
Many thanks to the crew of R/V POSEIDON for many
years of good service for the scientific clients.

Uganda - Musana Ferry Project
Our colleague Tim Schütte,
who is working in the tech
nical inspection of Briese
Research department, wrote
his Master Thesis about an
interesting project to be done
in the African State Uganda
– Musana Ferry. What’s the
story behind that?
The University of Applied Sciences Emden/Leer has been
running a solar race boat team for many years and even
competitions in the World Championship. Together with
the voluntary non-profit organization “Islandschool Ugan
da e.V.” a team of students designed a solar ferry to safely
transport the students of the Bunyonyi Secondary School.
Getting to school from around the lake requires boats
since the school was setup on a small island in the middle
of the lake in Southern Uganda.
The intention was to design the ferry in Emden/Germany
and built it locally in Uganda, together with the local
community in order to use the local resources and transfer
technical knowledge. The project enriches the local daily
life, by realising free transport for the students and
supporting the whole infrastructure around the lake.
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Beside that the project is supporting the schools by provid
ing food, purchase books, improve internet access or in
vests in stabilizing the electrical power supply by installing
solar panels.
Tim is willing to support that project further on and Briese
Research is willing to assist.
If you are interested in that project or even willing to donate visit http://musana-ferry.org for further information.

Catch of the Day
An unusual catch occurred on board R/V SENCKENBERG
in May.

naval base in Wilhelmshaven, the cruise participants and
crew members were evacuated immediately.

During scientific operation in the area of the German coast
a suspected weapon-like object was found in the net. Wil
helmshaven Lock was informed immediately; the ship was
prohibited from entering the inner harbour until the dis
covery was cleared. After exchanging data and images via
WhatsApp with the local authorities, the item was clearly
identified as a grenade. The ordnance disposal service was
ordered and R/V SENCKENBERG entered the protected

After further measurements
by the ordnance disposal ser
vice, the grenade was disem
barked and detonated at a
suitable location. The ship was
then released, and the crew
and cruise participants were
able to return to the vessel.

Blue Angel - The German Ecolabel for R/V HEINCKE
The ‘Blue Angel’ is a German Ecolabel that today can be
found on various products. In fact, around 12.000 environ
mentally-friendly products and services from around 1.500
companies awarded the ‘Blue Angel’ in Germany. The ‘Blue
Angel’ is an environmental label organised by the federal
government of Germany for the protection of people and
the environment.
To achieve the ecolabel an extensive and time-consuming
application process is necessary. The label sets high stan

dards,is independent and has proven itself over more than
40 years as a guide for selecting environmentally-friendly
products. When using products or services holding the ‘Blue
Angel’ ecolabel, you can be sure that you are doing some
thing good for yourself, the environment and the future.
Briese Research is happy that they managed to achieve the
‘Blue Angel’ ecolabel for R/V HEINCKE. R/V HEINCKE passed
all the exams, which is special due to its age (the vessel was
built in 1990). The official ceremony is taking place soon.
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EVENTS

Briese Events
Volleyball
Once a year at the end of August the shipping
companies in Leer are sending their best teams
to win the annual ‘Beach Volleyball’ competition.
Over the years it has become a time-honored
tradition and took place for the 20th time this
year.
The weather was good, we had good food and
drinks were available. Everyone who attended
saw great matches and at the end one of BBC’s
teams managed to get the Cup, again. They won
the competition by showing their volleyball skills.
Every year Briese Schiffahrt is trying to catch
the cup as well, but it looks like they have to
practice more. The training usually starts in
May, but due to the variable weather during
summer season, this is not always working out.
Nevertheless, all attendees whether they won
or not, had a great day.

Gallimarkt 2019
For the 512th edition of the Gallimarkt in Leer, Briese
Schiffahrt took a few steps forward and broke with the
tradition of inviting their guest in the big white tent located
on the “Nesse” peninsula. The event took place in an old
factory hall next to the port.
Just for this evening this old hall has been overhauled by
Briese Schiffahrt completely to match with the “South
America” theme of the party. Also food and entertainment
matched perfectly with the said theme; there was even a
Brazilian Samba Group to animate the guests.
As usual at 6 PM the Heralds announced the Gallimarkt and
after a few drinks in the office all guests and staff proceeded
to the location. All in all there were around 600 people who
had a really pleasant evening despite the bad weather which
occurred.
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LIFE OF SEAFARERS

MEET THE CREW OF M/V KURT PAUL

Name: M/V Kurt Paul
Built at: Tianjin
Xingang Shipyard
Delivered: May 2009
Flag: Antigua & Barbuda
LOA: 143,10 m
Beam: 22,80 m
DWT: 17500 mt
Trade area: Worldwide

Meet the Crew of M/V Kurt Paul
Following questions have
been asked during the
interview:
1 Where are you from? Please tell
us something about your home
town?
2 Since when are you working
with Briese and how did you be
come aware of the company?
3 In which country or port you felt
most welcome as a seafarer and
why?
4 What was the most challenging
experience at sea you had so far?
5 Being at home, how do you
spend your time?
6 Taking this opportunity, is there
somebody in the fleet you like to
send greetings? Where did you
meet each other?

The interview on board M/V Kurt
Paul was carried out by Crew Superintendent Hannes Köppl during drydocking in Odense, Denmark. While
interviewing the crew, there was
an ongoing crew change so that we
have more crew interviewed than
normally working on board.

Oleksandr
Cherdakliyev

1 I am from
Sevastopol.
This city is very fa
mous as it formerly
was an ex-USSR
Captain
military base.
2 In 2006 I started
on M/V Andante as Chief Officer
and afterwards I joined M/V BBC
Baranquilla. Captain Oleg Kyryllov
informed me about this company after

bankruptcy of my previous Greek
company.
3 As a Captain I like the Chilean ports
as the authorities, pilots and people in
general are quite friendly. They don’t
look for problems, but solutions to
help you.
4 In 2013, mid of January, on the
voyage from Sorel (Canada) to Calais
in France, the routing was leading
our vessel directly in 11 meters high
waves. I prepared letter of protest, but
without any success. It was like hell,
but luckily we survived this weather.
5 Treasure hunting is my hobby.
And of course, whenever possible,
I spend time with my grandson in
Sweden.
6 I want to greet Captain Helmut
Schröder, he was my Master on M/V
BBC Baranquilla and we are still in
touch from time to time.
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MEET THE CREW OF M/V KURT PAUL

Dmytro Gryga

My home is in
Sevastopol on
Crimea. It’s a lovely,
beautiful and nice
place.
Chief Officer
2 I am in this com
(on-signer)
pany since 2010
and started as a Cadet on board of M/V
BBC Congo. In Sevastopol, Briese was a
famous crewing company in that time,
so I became aware of it.
3 I like Spain, especially Bilbao.
The people there are so friendly and
the city is like a country in a country –
the Basque region.
4 Last year, in March 2018, our ves
sel M/V Kurt Paul called the port of
Conchan in Peru. Being alongside, the
pier was not yet ready for us/our type
of vessel. Too much swell in the port
made all operations nearly impossible.
We started to lift our pontoon, then
immediately began to swing – it was
very dangerous. During the night time,
many ropes broke which we had to
repair & exchange asap.
5 I bought and repaired my own
wooden yacht 3 years ago. This year, I
finally could put her in water and made
my own “sea trial” in Black Sea coastal
waters.
6 I pass my greetings to Captain Igor
Lomov, we met first time on M/V BBC
Congo and later on again on M/V Kurt
Paul.
1

Oleksandr
Voronenko

1 I’m from Sevas
topol, the greatest
city which I know.
Chief Officer
We have warm sea,
(off-signer)
friendly people and
plenty historical places.
2 Since 2010 I am working in Briese.
I started here as a cadet on M/V BBC
Mississippi.
3 For me, it is Acu in Brazil. During my
reporting to port VTS, I had so much
fun: “Aloha, we have waited for your
nice vessel so long time. How was your
trip? How was the weather during
ocean passage? Today is the best day
to meet you, the pilot already drank 5
cups of coffee and is now ready to join
you…” The initial report took about 20
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minutes or even longer and afterwards
I knew everything about the port, the
nearest city and his family :)
4 I had my challenging experience in
Alexandria, inner roads at anchorage
for discharging. All vessels were very
close to each other and during changes
of wind direction, the clearance be
tween the ships was max. 5 meters.
5 I have two children, 4 years and 1
year old…time at home – what is this?
Just kidding, at home I always try to be
the best dad and best husband for my
wife and children.
6 I like to send my regards to Captain
Valery Pradchenko and to the com
plete office staff from Briese Crewing
Crimea.

Oleksandr
Strochek

1 Like my col
leagues so far,
I am also from
Sevastopol, this
2nd Officer
wonderful city with
a nice history.
2 I work for Briese since 2011 when
I started as Cadet on M/V Blikur.
I applied in few companies, but luckily
Briese replied at first.
3 I have no specific preferences. I like
small villages, where it’s possible to see
real culture, e.g. in Marina di Carrara
in Italy.
4 Please review the story of Chief Mate
Gryga – we were together in Conchan.
It was also for me most challenging.
5 I like to have a lot of rest in my vaca
tion and of course, I must continue my
regular stuff.
6 I want to greet my father, he is work
ing as a Fitter in this company as well.

Marc Ian
Gamba

1 I am from
Catbalogan City in
Samar. It’s not re
ally famous, but we
OS / NAV
are known for our
(off-signer)
tasty seafood and
beautiful resorts.
2 I came to the company in 2012 to
M/V Apolo as Ordinary Seaman. My
crewing company Heavylift Manila
informed me about their new principal.

3 So far, I liked every country where I
went so far, because I feel respect for
my work everywhere.
4 Waking up every day and face the
daily problems is most challenging
for me.
5 I spent much time with my children
and family. We visit many nice places in
our homeland.
6 Special thanks to all my vessels &
crewmember I met so far in this com
pany: Apolo, Peter Rönna, Sjard and
BBC Elbe. And of course, the office staff
from Briese Schiffahrt Philippines.

Paul Vitalez

1 I am from Davao
City, the Durian
capital of the Philip
pines.
2 I am working in
OS / NAV
Briese since 2016,
(on-signer)
the staff of my
previous company informed me about
Briese as a new client for them.
3 I think Japan. Since I was a kid, I really
want to go to Japan for their famous
culture and arts. Also, I wanted to go
shopping there for Japanese car parts.
4 Well, for me every day working at sea
is challenging itself. Because of the dif
ferent working environments you have
to deal with. Safety always comes first.
5 At home, during my vacation, I spend
time with my family and enjoy my
hobby as a car-enthusiast.
6 I like to say “Hi” to all my friends, rel
atives and colleagues in the company.

Alexander
Pidyashov

1 I am from Na
khodka, Far East
in Russia. It’s not
big, but very nice.
Beautiful nature
Chief Engineer
without civilization
around the city.
2 I started here in 2011 as 2nd Engi
neer on M/V Hooge. I noticed about
Briese in my crewing company Korsar.
3 I like it everywhere where they
welcome you.
4 It’s not a special situation, but the
complete time on M/V BBC Ostfries
land was the most challenging experi
ence in my life.

5 I love travelling and fishing in the
Taiga.
6 I like to greet Borys Shuysky. He
is now 2nd Engineer, but we met on
M/V BBC Ostfriesland when he was
my Cadet.

Dmytro Frolov

1 Hi everybody! I
am from Crimea,
city of Sevastopol.
It is a very beauti
ful city with rich
2nd Engineer
history. I was born
(off-signer)
there and I love the
city very much.
2 My first contract at sea was in the
year 2006. In Briese I started in 2017 as
2nd Engineer on M/V Daxia.
3 I like the European ports. It is very
pleasant to work there; Europe has
beautiful countries and good people.
4 In my previous company, we once
had fire in the Engine Room. Luckily,
the CO2-system worked well and no
body got harmed.
5 Being at home I often go fishing and
spend time with my lovely family.
6 I like to greet everybody, but espe
cially the crew of M/V Daxia.

Pavel Dorokhov

1 I am from
Severomorsk, a
small town in the
Murmansk region
of Northern Rus
2nd Engineer
sia. Severomorsk
(on-signer)
is a military gar
rison, but one year ago, I moved to
St. Petersburg.
2 In 2013 I started working with
Briese on M/V BBC Bangkok as an
Engine Cadet. Earlier in Murmansk
there was a crewing office where I
filed my documents after finishing
university. So I joined Briese.
3 In my opinion, each port in any
country is worth a visit. You can
learn a lot of interesting things about
culture and people ask about yours
as well.
4 Problems and difficulties are every
where, therefore I cannot answer this
by special case.
5 I like to spend time with my family,
friends and girlfriend. And of course,

I need some resting.
6 “Hello” to everybody who worked
with me on any Briese vessel.

Kenneth Phurps
Laurente

1 I am from
Babatngon, Leyte
Island in the Philip
pines. It’s a famous
3rd Engineer
city for Tangigue
(off-signer)
(fish), also called
“Capital of Tangigue”.
2 I started working for this company
in 2013 as engine cadet. I am part of
the first batch of Briese Scholars from
the university of Cebu.
3 I like the port and city of Cuxhaven.
The seaman’s mission club immedi
ately attends the vessel after berthing
and will take care for anything you
want. Also, Superintendent Roger
Nuega showed us the city himself.
4 The hardest time of my life was my
contract on board of M/V BBC Bunde.
I joined her in drydock in China. If
you hear the vessels name, it’s selfexplaining and well known in the
Briese-Fleet for its challenges.
5 I spend all my time with my family
and in between I also take care for
further education. Singing, reading
and adventure trips are my favorite
activities.
6 I want to greet a few guys, which
I met on board of M/V BBC Rheider
land: Our technical Superintendent
Roger Nuega, my 2nd Engineer
Jeneses Lariba – who is now Chief En
gineer, Benjamin Conrad – who spent
some weeks as cadet there and last
but not least Mr. Wladimir Abdulayev
from crewing department who visited
in one port.

Mykyta
Matveychenko

1 I am from the
hero city Sev
astopol, which
I really like very
4th Engineer
much. It’s a beau
(on-signer)
tiful city which has
a long and proud history.
2 I started to work in Briese in the
year 2010 as engine cadet on M/V
BBC Amazon. My father is Chief

Engineerhere and therefore I knew
the company.
3 I like any port and any country.
I feel welcome everywhere so far. I
hope it will remain like it was before.
4 There are many challenges, but
each vessel has its own specialty and
we never get too much used to the
daily routine.
5 Being at home, I’m spending time
with my family. I have two wonderful
sons and I try to spend as much time
as possible with them.
6 I like to greet everybody and wish
ing all of you “always seven feet water
under the keel”.

Sergiy Ilyin

1 I’m from Sevas
topol in Crimea.
It is a beautiful
sea city with a
heroic history and
Electrician
plenty famous
places. But if you
like travelling you also have to visit
all the other wonderful places here in
Crimea.
2 I began my career in Briese in
the year 2008 as an Electric Cadet
on board of M/V BBC Mississippi. I
noticed the company in a magazineadvertisement.
3 Being an Electrician makes it very
difficult to go ashore :) But I like Eu
ropean ports and exotic countries in
Asia. I love the different culture of the
people in these countries.
4 A real extreme situation I have not
yet experienced, but it is very impor
tant to have a good and friendly crew
with you.
5 At home I spend time with my wife
and son. We play together and relax
in the dacha. I also collect various
coins of the world and do some treas
ure hunting with the metal detector.
6 “Hi” to everybody who knows me.
Some guys I meet again at home and
drink some beers, others I meet again
on vessels. I also am in touch with the
good Chief Engineer Andrey Kostyuk
(now on board of M/V BBC Fuji), he
sends me some coins from the places
he has been.
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MEET THE CREW OF M/V KURT PAUL

Tomas
Maqueda

I was born in
Guinayangan,
Quezon, but now I
live in Batangas in
the metropolitan
area of Manila. It’s
Chief Cook
an ordinary place
to live in.
2 In 2015 I joined the company as
Chief Cook on M/V BBC Europe, but I
started to work with Heavylift Manila
already back in 2006.
3 All German ports are really nice as
the seaman’s clubs are very caretak
ing of the crew and visit the vessels
frequently.
4 I had a real dangerous situation in
2008. My vessel was almost sinking
due to very rough weather in the
Pacific Ocean. We had already some
water inside the accommodations.
5 I always spend my time with my
family and visit my parents in the
province.
6 I want to greet Captain Sören
Bjarnt from M/V Blikur, Captain Alex
ey Afanasyev from M/V BBC Europe
and my present Captain Oleksandr
Cherdakliyev from M/V Kurt Paul.
Last, but not least, kind regards to the
Manila office staff.
1

Yuriy Stolyarov

I am from
Crimea, city of
Sevastopol. It’s a
nice and big city.
In previous time
all buildings where
Bosun
built with white
stone like chalk.
2 I am in the company since 2002.
I started on M/V BBC Northsea with
perfect crew and also the “Likedeeler
program”. The teacher, his wife and
six- seven trainees were on board. I
was sent on board via another crew
ing agency. After BSS was established,
I started to work with them. On this
vessel I am working already for 9
years now.
3 Unfortunately, the Bosun has no
time to go ashore :)
4 Nothing special. Every cargo has its
own sensitivity and requirements, but
1
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I am aware of it.
5 I always travel within Crimea and
spend my time with my wife and
daughters.
6 I like to greet all of my old M/V
BBC Northsea guys, especially Rainer
Schadewitz.

Sergiy Savin

I was born in
Izmail, and I live
in Odessa with
my wife now. It’s a
very nice city with
AB
too much tourists
around.
2 I came to Briese in 2017 as an Ordi
nary Seaman on board of the vessel
M/V Ice Moon. I found the company
on the internet and could join the ves
sel quite fast after my initial interview.
3 I like the Caribbean’s, but Odessa is
also very nice – I could meet my fam
ily there while being on board.
4 On my last vessel, M/V BBC Rush
more we loaded a shore crane. It was
an extraordinary experience with all
the necessary lashings etc. we had to
do.
5 Usually I play football, spend time
with my family and friends as well.
Recently, my daughter was born some
weeks ago.
6 I like to greet my friend Vadim our
families already visited each other.
1

Glendo
Valenzuela

1 I am from Iriga
City in province
of Camarines Sur.
Our place is very
famous for its
AB
springs and our
volcano.
2 This is my first contract in this com
pany. I passed by the office in Manila
and simply applied for a job.
3 For me, it is Japan. The people there
are very friendly and so helpful to
each other.
4 Working in another company, we
once met a boat full of refugees from
Cuba. It was extremely difficult to
manage the whole rescue operation
and safe all people in the bad weather.

5 Being on vacation, I normally visit
my family and take care of my farm.
6 So far, there is nobody in particular
whom I like to pass greetings, just
the whole staff of the Briese office in
Manila.

Mark Villaruel

1 I am from Tor
rijos, Marinduque.
We have the
famous Moriones
Ordinary Seaman
festival. It’s a reli
(off-signer)
gious festival in the
holy week.
2 For me, this is also the first contract
in the company. My cousin told me
about Briese and to apply here for a
job.
3 I always like if the vessel calls
Australian ports. They have real good
seaman clubs over there.
4 Working here on M/V Kurt Paul is
so far my most challenging vessel.
It’s the first time I am working on a
General Cargo vessel and experience
a lot of new things.
5 Of course, being at home means
spending time with the family. Beside
this, I like online gaming very much.
6 I like to thank everybody who made
it possible for me to work here.

Dindo Cadenas

1 I am from the
home of the choco
late hills in Bohol.
Additionally, we
have very beautiful
Ordinary Seaman
beaches here.
(off-signer)
2 I started in the
company in 2013 as Ordinary Seaman
on board of M/V Mila. My friend
recommended to me to work here.
3 I like any of the European ports,
because you can go easily ashore.
4 This vessel is a big challenge for
just because of its huge size.
5 At home, I am always relaxing and
make vacation trips with my family.
6 I like to greet all my colleagues of
my previous vessels – M/V Louis,
M/V Mila and M/V Constance.

Vladislav
Nemykin

I am from
Russia, city of
Rostov-on-Don. I
was born in Novo
cherkassk, a small Ordinary Seaman
(on-signer)
town situated not
far from the place where I am living
right now. It’s beautiful and breath
taking, especially the Cathedral in the
center of the town.
2 I’m working with Briese since
June 2018 and became aware of the
company on the internet. I also heard
some positive reviews from my mates
from university.
3 I feel very welcome in all European
and Russian ports, because of the
atmosphere and traditions. And, of
course, it is close to my country.
4 I think the most challenging experi
ence I had at sea was a heavy storm
on the 26.09.2018.
5 I like to spend time with my
girlfriend, watching movies at the
cinema or series, and playing video
games.
6 I want to pass a big “Hello” to
Aleksandr Kuznetcov for every double
cross and lashing rods we secured
during my previous contract. We met
on board of M/V Norderoog.
1

Roy Torres

1 I was born in
Santa Catalina,
a small town of
5000 people in the
province of Ne
gros Oriental. We Ordinary Seaman
(off-signer)
have nice beaches
and landscapes. In April, we have a
special festival about small bananas
and monkeys.
2 I came here in 2013 as a cadet to
M/V BBC Iceland. My classmate told
me to apply here.
3 I like Australia, they give us seaman
the feeling of being really welcome.
4 As a cadet with cargo from Mexico
to France we had really bad weather
and some cargo started moving and
fell down. We needed to do some
emergency lashings.

5 I love being at the beach with my
family.
6 I want to greet Superintendent
Roger Nuega, I met him already sev
eral times, last on M/V BBC Spring.
Also, I want to pass my regards to the
Captain and crew of M/V BBC Missis
sippi.

Ranelio
Malapit

1 I am from Cav
ite, near Manila.
It’s a historical
place from World
Deck Cadet
War 2. The first
president of the
Philippines was born here.
2 I am here since December 2018, it’s
my first contract. My uncle told me to
apply here.
3 In Houston, the people are so
friendly and polite.
4 Being far away from my home is
most challenging for me so far.
5 I like to workout at the gym and
playing basketball with my friends.
6 Best regards to the office staff in
Manila and to all my co-cadets in the
company.

Paul Flores

1 I was born in
San Francisco
Quezon, a place
very famous for
nice beaches and
Wiper
big forests.
2 In Briese, I start
ed 2015 as Cadet in the engine room.
One of my friends told me about the
company and how to apply here.
3 I love the port of Bremerhaven.
Being there, I felt like being home.
4 A vessel in drydock, like M/V Kurt
Paul now, is giving a lot of experi
ences to us young seamen.
5 Of course, at home I spend time
with my beloved family. Also, I like to
travel around many places.
6 “Hello” to Samuel Tradio, I worked
with him on board of M/V BBC
Mississippi.

Kirill Aleinikov

1 My place of
birth is the city of
Gukovo in Russia.
It’s quite famous
for mining of coal.
2 During my stud
Engine Cadet
ies at the univer
sity, I started to work with Briese in
the year 2016. I noticed the company
in some social networks.
3 All countries I visited so far were
interesting and all people I met there
were friendly. I like to see the differ
ent cities and culture.
4 I only have a short career so far
therefore any kind of training drills
are most interesting for me.
5 My time at home I spend with the
family and I still have to continue my
studies.
6 I want to greet Anton Kravchenko,
we graduated together, and both
started working for Briese.

Melvin
Avellanosa

1 I am from
Buhisay Cebu
City, a very attrac
tive place for all
Engine Trainee
tourists with nice
(on-signer)
beaches. Also, we
have many hotels, bars and restau
rants here.
2 Since this is my first contract as
seafarer, I still need to learn more
about the difference in working
ashore as construction welder and
working at sea.
3 I only joined in this port and it is
my first time at sea, so I cannot give
a good answer, but people here in
Denmark were friendly.
4 Our vessel so far did not sail, so to
be honest, there is no experience or
challenge for me at sea. But being
on this vessel is challenging quite
enough.
5 I like to spend my time with my
family and my friends.
6 I like to thank all for giving me the
opportunity of working here.
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FROM GALLEY TO GALLEY

From Galley to Galley
Beef Salpicao:		

Beef Salpicao serve with garlic
mashed potato and buttered vegetable

• 180 grams - beef sirloin
• 5 cloves - garlic
• 1 table spoon - oyster sauce
• 3 table spoon - Worcestershire
• Pinch - brown sugar
• 1 table spoon - sweet paprika
• Salt & pepper - to taste

Slice the sirloin beef and set aside. Chop and roast the garlic
and set aside. Pre heat a pan and sear the sirloin beef from
both sides. Afterwards deglaze with oyster sauce, Worcester
shire, sweet paprika, roasted garlic, salt and pepper to taste.
Serve immediately with the garlic mashed potato and but
tered vegetable

This time we asked

1

For 1 serving:

Chief Cook Marlon
Repique on board
M/V BBC Polonia
to share some of
his recipes.

Garlic Mashed
Potato:

• 2 large potato
• 5 cloves garlic
• 2 table spoons sour cream
• ½ table spoon butter
• salt & pepper to taste

2

2

Chocolate Mousse
For 10 servings:
• 285 g - bittersweet chocolate, chopped
• 45 g - butter
• 5 pcs - eggs separated
• 30 ml - water
• 60 g - sugar
• 230 g - heavy cream, whipped
• Rum - optional

3
1

4

3

For the salad, boil chicken breast and cut it in small dices after
its boiled. Finely chop the mushrooms and fry them in vegeta
ble oil. Also chop the onion and fry in vegetable oil until gold
en brown. Put the mushrooms and onions into a saucepan
to remove excess oil. Boil the eggs and cut them into cubes
.Prunes are also chopped finely and afterwards all layers are
stacked using mayonnaise in between.

Stew Pears
• 12 pcs – pears
• 3 cups – water
• 2 cups – red wine
• ½ cup – brown sugar
• 2 table spoon – vanilla extract
• ½ table spoon – cinamon powder

Put all ingredients in a stewing
pan and cover it. Let it boiled
until soft. Serve together with ice
cream and reduced sauce.

Combine the chocolate and butter and melt over a hot
water bath. Combine the egg yolks with half of the water
and half of the sugar and whisk over a hot water bath.
Remove from the heat and whisk until cool. Combine
the egg whites with the remaining sugar in a mixer bowl
and whisk over a hot water bath. Remove from the heat
and whip to full volume. Continue whipping until cool.
Put the chocolate mixture into the egg yolks. Add the
egg white mixture into the egg yolk – chocolate mixture.
Add in the whipped cream and the rum. Immediately
pipe or ladle the mousse into a wine glass.

4

Mixed Sushi

•Nori (dried seaweeds) •Salmon or Tuna
•Wasabi Paste
•Crab stick
•Kikoman Soy Sauce
•Mango
•Rice
•Cucumber
•Sushi vinegar
•Sesame seeds
•Mayonaise
Tools: Sushi Mat, Knife, Chop Stick
Prepare the rice and nori. Lay out the nori on the
sushi mat. Spread the rice on the nori and add fill
ings to the bottom quarter. Roll the sushi part way.
Roll the sushi the rest of the way. Cut the sushi.

Enjoy your meal! :)
20
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Name

Rank

Afanasyev, Alexey

Master

Bystrov, Oleg

Master

Cheremskii, Dmitrii

Master

Grigoryev, Vladimir

Master

Naumov, Oleg

Master

Petrov, Sergey

Master

Selin, Igor

Master

Zabegaylov, Alexey

Master

Zavertaylo, Valeriy

Master

Basharimov, Alexandr

Chief Engineer

Grachev, Mikhail

Chief Engineer

Nityaga, Igor

Chief Engineer

Shepotko, Viktor

Chief Engineer

Akimov, Yuriy

Chief Engineer

Strakhov, Yury

Chief Officer

Krichko, Yury

2nd Engineer

Pyrozhkov, Andriy

2nd Engineer

Rogozin, Andrey

2nd Officer

Yakovlev, Alexey

CREW ANNIVERSARIES

Crew Anniversaries
While thinking about new topics for the upcoming issue,
we stumbled over the fact that we never honoured our
jubilees, apart from the annual „White Nights“ event in
St. Petersburg.
Now we thought, why not include this into Briese News and
honour all crew not only the attendees and will continue
with this in every winter issue.
Briese Schiffahrt is really thankful for your loyalty and the
trust you put into us while working with us during all this
time.
Thank you very much and congratulations!

Name

Rank

Boettcher, Thomas

Master

Nusche, Thomas

Master

Chibis, Aleksandr

Chief Engineer

Feklichev, Sergey

Chief Officer

Bykov, Vitalii

Bosun

Graubins, Eriks

Chief Cook

Name

Rank

Lishchuk, Victor

Master

Skrylev, Vladimir

Master

Electrician

Grudinkin, Vladimir

Chief Engineer

Shumilov, Andrei

Bosun

Petrunin, Dmitry

Chief Engineer

Potapov, Sergei

Bosun

Belyakov, Vladimir

Bosun

Kharlamova Galyna

Chief Cook

Tyunin, Vadim

Chief Cook

Kotlyarov, Sergey

A.B. / Cook

Ilnitsky, Yuriy

A.B.

>25

25
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DAY OFF AT ESBJERG
Oksbøl
ESBJERG

Day off at Esbjerg

Fanø

This time we feature the port of Esbjerg, Denmark.
Especially the Coaster Vessels in our fleet call the
port of Esbjerg regularly, but also bigger vessels in
our fleet can call Esbjerg without a problem. To give
a proper overview about possible activities when
going ashore we asked our friends from Jutlandia to
give an overview to our crew.
As port agency, Jutlandia
Terminal participates in
all operations and ensures that each customer‘s individual
needs are taken into account. No job is too big or too small,
and all operations are performed with the exact same high
quality and service.
Our agency offers 24/7 service, which means that we are
always ready to accept any job. We always work very closely
with our customers to ensure a high service and quality. Even
a minor optimization can result in great savings for the cus
tomer, and with the customer in focus we strive to find the
most optimal and best solution.

Jutlandia Agency History
The story of Jutlandia Terminal,
which started as part of J. Lau
ritzen‘s Eftf., goes a long way
back - exactly back to 1884.
Jutlandia Terminal is not estab
lished before 1973, but has an
exciting history behind it.

1973
The beginning of
JUTLANDIA Terminal
J. Lauritzen’s Eftf. Shipbrokers
are turned into a limited com

Ribe

DENMARK
Rømø

We often experience our customers opposing a challenging
time factor, so we always strive to be flexible and provide
the highest possible level of service without compromising
on security.
Our agency acts as a one-point-of-contact to companies that
receive multiple of our services. This makes it simple for the
customer as only one person should be contacted regard
less of subject matter. Hereafter we coordinate between
our departments.
Further this allows us to achieve much closer cooperation,
which for us is an important focus area.

pany, A/S J. Lauritzen’s Eftf.
In the same year, in collabora
tion with Alfragt A / S, a steve
dore and warehouse company,
which develops into JUTLANDIA
Terminal ApS, is being launched

1980

2004

The first job as an offshore
base
JUTLANDIA Terminal has its first
job as an offshore base in col
laboration with J. Lauritzen‘s Eftf.

Full ownership of Seaport
Stevedoring
After 4 years as co-owner, Jut
landia acquires 100% owner
ship of Seaport Stevedoring.

1976

1986

2014

Jutlandia Terminal is established
JUTLANDIA Terminal ApS, con
sisting of warehouses of 8400
m2 and 40,000 m2 open area, is
inaugurated

Complete ownership of
JUTLANDIA
A/S J. Lauritzen’s Eftf. takes over
JUTLANDIA Terminal ApS as sole
proprietor and turns it into a
Limited Company

Seaport Stevedoring becomes
a part of Jutlandia
Seaport Stevedoring and all ser
vices becomes a part of.
Same year Jutlandia purchase
”Esbjerg” cool storage

https://images.app.goo.gl/zzvco24BjjJ45TXn9

www.jut.dk
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https://images.app.goo.gl/4zhdvJLvaooztnZPA

https://images.app.goo.gl/pZJAneoKwgFSxsss9

Man meets the Sea

Esbjerg Art Museum

About Esbjerg

areas and five mobile cranes that can be leased as required.
More than 200 companies are located at the port and can
provide services to all types of vessels

Esbjerg is a seaport town and seat of Esbjerg Municipality
on the west coast of the Jutland peninsula in southwest
Denmark. By road, it is 71 kilometres (44 mi) west of
Kolding and 164 kilometres (102 mi) southwest of Aarhus.
With an urban population of 72,168 (1st January 2019) it
is the fifth-largest city in Denmark, and the largest in west
Jutland. Esbjerg is now the second largest in Denmark.
Over the years, many of the city‘s visitors have arrived by
ferry from Harwich, Essex, England, but this service closed in
September 2014 having run since 1875. The harbour facili
ties are being expanded to answer the needs of the windturbine industry and container shipping traffic. Esbjerg is
served by Esbjerg Airport with flights to Aberdeen, Scotland
and Stavanger, Norway.

Esbjerg Maritime Museum

Grandley Hockey Arena

https://images.app.goo.gl/rsL962c9VkAfKwoQ7

https://images.app.goo.gl/9u325aRNzpUHTKdx9

Vessels up to a length of 250 metres can call all year at the
Port of Esbjerg. The port has 10 RoRo ramps and more than
14 km of quay. Furthermore, the port has a number of large

The town has several notable museums and entertainment
venues, including Esbjerg Art Museum, Esbjerg Museum
and the privately owned Fisheries and Maritime Museum.
The Esbjerg Performing Arts Centre was completed in 1997
to designs by Jan and Jørn Utzon. When approached by sea,
the Man Meets the Sea is one of the prominent monuments,
consisting of four 9-metre-tall (27 feet) white-coloured men,
overlooking Sædding Beach. The sculpture was designed by
Svend Wiig Hansen and installed in 1995. It hosts branches
of the University of Southern Denmark and Aalborg Univer
sity, Esbjerg is increasingly recognized for its university facili
ties and sporting activities. It is home to the Danish football
club Esbjerg fB, who play their home matches at football
Arena, and also has an ice hockey division called Esbjerg
Elite Icehockey, which plays at the Granly Hockey Arena.
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COMBI SEMINAR

Combi Seminar
Our second Seminar this year took place from the
09th until the 13th of September 2019. While the
first Seminar was very traditional, only with Nautical Officers, it was decided to change the set up
completely. In total we had 19 participants, well
mixed in regards to Rank and Nationality.
During the 5 days of seminar the participants learned a lot
from the speakers and had time for talks with the differ
ent departments in our Briese Office. Nautical and Technical
Crew worked together and could exchange their knowledge.
Every evening there were dinners in different locations so
that discussions and talks could be done in a friendly atmos
phere while having good food. The highlights of the week
were the Barbecue Party on Wednesday with Thomas Ober
schelp, alias Tom Shadow, and his band playing live music
for all guests, as well as the Friday evening in a local brew
ery near Leer where speakers and participants reviewed the
week and had a nice time.
We would like to thank all participants and the organization team for the nice week and we look forward to
next year’s seminar which is intended for spring time in
a similar way.
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Rank

Name Surname

Master

Aleksandr Chernov

Master

Rogelio Jr. Ponce

Chief Officer

Roman Antciferov

Chief Officer

Sven Louis Ellerbrock

Chief Officer

Vyacheslav Kikot

Chief Officer

Andrey Kolobrodov

Chief Officer

Theodore Ogarte

Chief Officer

Dmytro Vynogradov

Chief Officer

Denys Zabolotny

Chief Engineer

Alexander Khozyaynov

Chief Engineer

Denys Kutsenko

2nd Officer

Bo Philipp Dueker

2nd Engineer

Andrii Balyshev

2nd Engineer

Evgenii Bobrov

2nd Engineer

Mikhail Kalinin

2nd Engineer

Sergiy Kobyakov

2nd Engineer

Andriy Mazur

2nd Engineer

Dmitrii Trofimov

2nd Engineer

Oleksandr Turkevych
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HLM UNIVERSITY VISIT ON M/V BBC AMBER

HLM University visit on M/V BBC Amber
BRIESE Scholars meet M/V BBC AMBER
in Bataan, Philippines
By Jill V. Colango
Last June 30, 2019 M/V BBC Amber arrived in Bataan,
Philippines to discharge heavylift cargo. Crewing Group-D
and Briese Schiffahrt Philippines Inc. organized a two-day
ship visit in coordination with the Captain of the vessel and
the assigned agent. The visit was conducted on the 4th & 5th
of July 2019, participated by Briese scholars (MAAP Scholars,
MCTC Scholars and Don Bosco Scholars) and Office cadets.
It was good news for the scholars that they will be given the
chance to observe the actual operations and witness differ
ent work on board the ship. They had been quite excited
since it was their first time to visit a vessel in international
trade. Everyone was instructed to act carefully since the
discharging operation was ongoing. A good reminder that
safety is always the top priority.
On the first day of the visit the participants were MAAP Deck
Cadets, Don Bosco Deck Trainees and Office Cadets. They
were supervised by 2nd Officer Mon Caesar Hermoso for
the ship familiarization.
It was a good experience for them to see different equip
ment on board from the bridge to different parts of the ves
sel. The significance and uses of the different navigational
equipment onboard were explained to them. It was pointed
out that the vessel is full ECDIS fitted and already paperless
which makes the workload much easier instead of plotting
the vessel’s position on paper charts regularly.
They were given the chance to observe the discharging
operation and witnessed how risky the job on deck may
be. They were reminded that during operations they need
to be extra careful, attentive to the orders given to them
and with good radio communication.
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Visitors on the 1st Batch on the 4th July 2019:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

MS. JILL V. COLANGO BSPi OFFICE
MS. VIJAYA MAIDEN P. ALOVA BSPi OFFICE
D/CDT MARC STEVENS JURADO BSPi OFFICE
D/CDT VINCE ALWYN SABLAS BSPi OFFICE
D/CDT MICHAEL DELA CRUZ MAAP (batch 2021)
D/CDT JOSHUA BUTALON MAAP (batch 2021)
D/CDT BONI ANDREW VALERIO MAAP (batch 2021)
D/CDT JAY MARK AÑOSA MAAP (batch 2022)
D/CDT EDWARD BONG BALLAO MAAP (batch 2022)
D/CDT DANLE SEAN DONDOYANO MAAP (batch 2022)
D/CDT GABRIEL ILAGAN MAAP (batch 2022)
D/CDT CZAR JASPER LABTANG MAAP (batch 2022)
D/CDT JONAS IBN MARINDUQUE MAAP (batch 2022)
D/CDT RIANNE CARL MORENO MAAP (batch 2022)
D/CDT JEZREEL CURT TUYCO MAAP (batch 2022)
2/ENG BAWINGAN MAAP (STO)
D/TRAINEE ROLANDO BUMAGAT DON BOSCO (1st batch)
D/TRAINEE KENT BRYAN NALAYOG DON BOSCO (1st batch)
D/TRAINEE MARK ELJON BORNILLA DON BOSCO (1st batch)

Person in Charge:

BSPI - Ms. Jill V. Colango
MAAP - Capt El Chico (mob#0999-8854030 / elchicks_91@yahoo.com)
MAAP (for Don Bosco) - Ms. Charm (mob#0917-8029154)
MCTC - Ms. Aileen De Guzman (mob#0917-1362688)
BENLINE - Mr. James Mamaril (mob#0917-5585024)
Driver - Richard Salvacion (mob#0956-7690984) / Mrs. Marciano
Briese scholars

The participants on the 2nd day were MAAP
Engine Cadets, MCTC Cook Cadet and Don
Bosco Scholars.

Visitors on the 1st Batch on the 4th July 2019:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

MS. JILL V. COLANGO BSPi OFFICE
MR. YVES C. RONDINA BSPi OFFICE
E/CDT JOHN EDUARD NAPIRE MAAP (batch 2021)
E/CDT EDRINE MARK LARAN MAAP (batch 2021)
E/CDT RON JAYSON MELAYO MAAP (batch 2021)
E/CDT IVAN JASPERMANGLICMOT MAAP (batch 2021)
E/CDT ANSEL ROGEL BELASCUAIN MAAP (batch 2022)
E/CDT CLINT JOVER RAMIREZ MAAP (batch 2022)
E/CDT MICHAEL SABULAO MAAP (batch 2022)
3/ENGR OCLARAY MAAP (STO)
D/TRAINEE DAYUJA JHON DALTON DON BOSCO (2nd batch)
D/TRAINEE ENRIQUEZ JOHN PAUL DON BOSCO (2nd batch)
D/TRAINEE JAMERLAN JONATHAN DON BOSCO (2nd batch)
D/TRAINEE PALACIO CHRISTIAN DON BOSCO (2nd batch)
D/TRAINEE REY JOHN DAVE DON BOSCO (2nd batch)
COOK/CDT GARCIA, DHEN MARK ANTHONY MCTC (3rd batch)
COOK/CDT EUGENE NIKKO SANTOS MCTC (3rd batch)
COOK/CDT FRANCIS CACHUELA MCTC (4th batch)
COOK/CDT JOHN KENNETH DE GUZMAN MCTC (4th batch)
COOK/CDT ERICK VON FLORES MCTC (4th batch)
COOK/CDT MARK ANTHONY GATIOAN MCTC (4th batch)
COOK/CDT GERICO MACASIEB MCTC (4th batch)
COOK/CDT JOHN LEARY ORIBELLO MCTC (4th batch)
COOK/CDT AARON JOEL SAN DIEGO MCTC (4th batch)
CHEF GABRIEL SUA MCTC

The familiarization was di
vided into three groups.
MCTC Scholars together
with Chef Gabriel Sua (MCTC
Instructor) were introduced
to Chief Cook Reynaldo
Mangandi who was their guide. Chief Cook Mangandi de
monstrated to them his work as a Cook reminding them that
cleanliness shall always be well maintained. He explained
carefully the important factors and techniques to follow
when preparing everyday meals for the crew. They checked
the provision room and all refrigerators and deep freezers.
After explaining his duties on board, Chief Cook Mangandi
toured them around the different areas of the vessel.

The IMEC Engine Cadets were supervised by Wiper Filip
Johann Odoya. They immediately went to the engine room
to start the familiarization. Mr. Odoya explained the func
tions of the machineries available in the engine room. He
showed the locations of the steering gears and other auxilia
ry machineries. He shared with them his job as being a wip
er. Even if the engine room was too noisy, it was observed
that the participants were very eager to learn, as they were
asking good questions to Mr. Odoya.
The Don Bosco Deck/Fitter
scholars were supervised
by 2nd Mate Hermoso.
They started from the
bridge and ended up in the
engine room. They will be
working soon as deck/engine trainees, so they were fami
liarized with work on deck. A good thing was that they wit
nessed the work of deck ratings onboard. They also visited
the engine room and were shown the different machineries.
Our special thanks to the representatives of M/V BBC
Amber Officers and Crew, MCTC, IMEC, MAAP and Don
Bosco who supported us on the success of this special
event for the Briese Scholars.
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NEWBUILDING

Newbuildings
In 2020 two new vessels of the
M/V BBC Russia type will be delivered.
Expected delivery:
M/V BBC St. Petersburg
March 2020
M/V BBC Arkhangelsk
May 2020

Launching of M/V BBC Arkhangelsk
was on 16.11.2019.
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Installation of main engine: 20.08.2019

M/V BBC St. Petersburg: launching 08.08.2019

Installation of accommodations: 21.08.2019

Facts and Figures:
Shipyard:
Flag:
Class:

Taizhou Sanfu Ship Engineering Co., Ltd.
Antigua & Barbuda
DNVGL

Deadweight (summer): abt. 12,500 mt
Max. draft (summer): 8.18 m
Length o.a.:
147.00 m
Breadth moulded:

22.80 m

Service speed:
15.0 knots
Cargo hold capacity:
17,600 cbm / 621,537 cbft
Main hold dimensions: 76.50 m x 17.60 m
Floor space under deck: 2,940 sqm / 31,646 sqft
Floor space on deck:
1,796 sqm / 19,332 sqft
Crane capacity:
2 Liebherr cranes situated
		

portside: 250 mt capacity at 18 m 		

		
		
Lifting height:

outreach each / 500 mt combined; 		
125 mt capacity at 33 m outreach each
> 35 m at 10 m outreach

Accommodation:
		
		

24 Persons / 21 cabins
21 single cabins (incl. Owner’s and 		
Pilot Cabin / excl. Suez Cabin and

		

Hospital) Three cabins with additional

		
		
		

foldaway bed, 2 guest cabins for 		
clients, Meeting Room incl. flat 		
screen, Sauna, Gym
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MAINTENANCE ON BOARD

Hatch Cover Maintenance

3

Properly performed anticorrosive maintenance on deck is an important factor.
Therefore the great work of the crew of M/V Sjard shall be highlighted herewith.
In the beginning the crew started the replacement of the hatch covers seals.
Of course, anticorrosive maintenance planned to be done before gluing of new
seals; but after chipping of the seal holders (channels) it turned out, that there is
almost no steel remaining in some places.
Consequently, the crew grinded these “channels” off and welded new ones. All
works have been done during sea passage and, of course, all safety measures
were taken to prevent fire in cargo holds. After that new channels were properly
painted and new seals glued; the hose test showed no leakages to cargo holds.
Now the hatch covers are indeed watertight and cargo holds 100% ready for any
“water-sensitive” cargo.
1

4

2

5

The crew of M/V Sjard did a very good job, we would like to express our sincere thanks!
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CHRISTENING OF M/V JOHANNES

Christening of
M/V Johannes

Ship christenings have become rare in Germany‘s shipping
industry. Briese Schiffahrt was more than delighted to invite
to the ceremonious christening of the 5.000 to multipur
pose-vessel M/V Johannes on 15 June, 2019. The vessel had
been delivered to Briese as the fourth one in the series of
highly energy efficient OTECO vessels by Chinese shipyard
Zhejiang Zengzhou Shipbuilding Co. Ltd in December 2018.
More than 100 guests followed the invitation to the Neus
tädter Hafen in Bremen. Mrs. Monika Kompernaß acted as
godmother, just as she did for the christening of the sister
vessel M/V Monika in 2018, which is named after her. The
ceremony was musically accompanied by the local CAPSTAN
SHANTY CHOR.
A big surprise and another highlight of the day was the M/V
Monika. After having arrived and been loaded shortly be
fore the christening, the vessel was now moored alongside
its sister M/V Johannes for the ceremony, giving the guests
a spectacular impression. Both vessels then went on to de
part the harbor together. M/V Monika continued her jour
ney to Portugal/Turkey and M/V Johannes took the guests
on a cruise along the Weser under the guidance of Captain
Sokolov.
For the future, we wish M/V Johannes and its crew
always a safe journey and of course always a hand‘s
breadth water under her keel.

As mentioned earlier, it was a surprise that both vessels were
moored next to each other. The kiss of both vessels seemed to be
the perfect opportunity to take some drone shots.
One happened to be the perfect cover picture for this issue.
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NEW TO THE FLEET

New to the fleet

32

M/V BBC Carolina and M/V Thorco Delta have been taken
over on 19th of August 2019. Liberty Blue Shipmanagement
GmbH & Co KG remains ISM / ISPS and Technical Manager
of both vessels.

M/V BBC Carolina is a sister vessel to M/V BBC Delaware,
which is allocated to Inspection Group 5.
Whereas M/V BBC Carolina is under charter of BBC Char
tering, M/V Thorco Delta is in charter of Thorco Projects.

M/V BBC Carolina

M/V Thorco Delta

Facts and Figure:

Crane capacity: 2 NMF cranes

Classification: KRS1 – HC, Clean 1,

situated, portside, 150 mt capacity

IWS, ERS, CDG, Grab, LG, LI, Ice

each, 300 mt capacity combined

Class IA

Container intake: 665 TEU nominal,

Built: 2007

528 TEU at 14 mt homoge, neously

GT / NT: 9.620 / 4260

loaded, 50 reefer plugs on deck

Deadweight (summer): 12.780 mt

Floor space on deck: 1.480 sqm

Max. draft (summer): 8.00 m

Crane capacity: 2 NMF cranes

Facts and Figure:

Length o.a.: 138.50 m

situated, portside, 150 mt capacity

Classification: DNVGL E3

Breadth moulded: 21.00 m

Breadth moulded: 21.00 m

each, 300 mt capacity combined

Built: 2007

Cargo hold capacity: 15.952 cbm

Cargo hold capacity: 15.952 cbm

Container intake: 665 TEU nominal,

GT / NT: 9.611 / 4260

Crane capacity: 240 mt combined

Floor space under deck: 2.810 sqm

528 TEU at 14 mt homoge, neously

Deadweight (summer): 12.743 mt

Container intake: 665 TEU / 332 FEU

Floor space on deck: 1.480 sqm

loaded, 50 reefer plugs on deck

Length o.a.: 138.01 m

Reefer Plugs: 25

BRIESE SCHIFFAHRT

M/V BBC Livorno and M/V BBC Lagos
In 2017 company Flinter Groep B.V. went bankrupt and
since that moment, Duo Ship BV (with Briese Shipping BV
and MF Group as parties) managed M/V BBC Lagos and
M/V BBC Livorno for the bank.
In June this year both vessels have been taken over by
Briese Schiffahrt and will still be managed by Inspection
Group 7 – Briese Shipping BV.
The handover from M/V BBC Lagos took place in EmdenGermany while M/V BBC Livorno was taken over 2 weeks
later in Gaevle – Sweden. At the same time of the handover,
the MAK 9M25 Main engines were completely overhauled.
Both handovers and the overhauls were accompanied and
supervised by Slava Babychuk.
Both vessels were built on Dongfang Shipbuilding Group,
Wenzhou in China and both delivered in 2012.

Facts and Figures:
Classification: LR + 100 A1 LI IWS

Breadth moulded: 16.50 m

+ LMC UMS SCM, Ice Class 1A FS

Cargo hold capacity: 12.450 cbm

strengthened for heavy cargoes,

Floor space under deck: 2.179 sqm

equipped for the carriage of

Floor space on deck: 1.133 sqm

containers in all holds and on all

Crane capacity: 2 NMF cranes

hatch covers, equipped for the

situated portside

carriage of dangerous goods

80 mt capacity each

GT / NT: 7.138 / 2.266

160 mt capacity combined

Deadweight (summer): 7.930 mt

Container intake: 444 TEU nominal,

Max. draft (summer): 7.00 m

320 TEU at 14 mt homoge

Length o.a.: 130.25 m

neously loaded, 30 reefer plugs on deck
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SOLD VESSELS

Sold Vessels

M/V S. Rafael
On 2nd of July 2019 M/V S. Rafael was sold and will be man
aged by company Bismark Maritime in Papua New Guinea,
where Marco Schwarz a former Nautical Superintendent of
Group No. 4 is working. The hand-over was accompanied by
Nautical Superintendent Kai Groen from Inspection Group
4 in Lae.
After the successful handover M/V S. Rafael was re-named
to M/V Elsie.

During the last years already six vessels have been sold
to Bismark Maritime and we are looking forward to a suc
cessful cooperation in future.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

M/V Dollart (02/2013)
M/V BBC Ukraine (11/2013)
M/V BBC Denmark (04/2016)
M/V BBC Nordland (10/2017)
M/V Blikur (02/2019)
M/V S. Rafael (07/2019)

About Bismark Maritime
A wholly PNG owned shipping company which was
established in 1990. With a fleet of 14 vessels in opera
tion, Bismark Maritime provides a wide range of shipping
services including:
• Fixed weekly container and break-bulk service between
Lae and Port Moresby.
• Fixed weekly container and break-bulk service between
Lae, Madang, and Wewak.
From left to right: Kai Groen and Marco Schwarz
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© Glenn Pedersen via MarineTraffic.com

M/V Skogafoss and M/V Lómur
M/V Skogafoss was under Technical Management of com
pany Rhoden. On 22nd of October 2019 the vessel was sold
to a subsidiary of Eimskip where the vessel was sailing for
since take over from previous owner in 2015.
Eimskip is a transportation company in the North Atlantic
with connections to international markets. M/V Skogafoss
is still sailing on her routine schedule between Reykjavik –
Argentia – Halifax – Portland – St. Anthony.

In the past several of our vessels were chartered by Eimskip
including M/V Lómur. M/V Lómur was sailing from 2014 until
the sale of the vessel under charter of Eimskip.
M/V Lómur was sold to a shipping company situated in
Vladivostok, Russia. The vessel was handed over to the new
owner at Tallinn on 11th September 2019 and was accom
panied by Technical Superintendent Nicolay Zhelonkin of In
spection Group 2, who were also responsible for the vessel.
So far M/V Saxum is still under TC of Eimskip.

© John Pitcher via MarineTraffic.com

M/V BBC Tennessee
Shortly after the last issue of the Briese News was published
M/V BBC Tennessee was sold to another shipping company
situated in Haren, Germany. The hand-over took place on
3rd of June 2019 and was accompanied by Andreas Böcken
kröger of Inspection Group 5 in Rotterdam.
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2020 - Global Sulphur Cap
An update to article “2020 – Global Sulphur Cap”
– Briese News Issue 04 from 2018.
Preparations for IMO 2020 0,5 % sul
phur fuel are in progress and it can
be mentioned that vessels from the
Briese Group are on a good way.
After implementation of the “Ship Im
plementation Plan” including the “Fuel
Management Plan” each vessel has a
status quo of fuels on board. Based
on this further planning’s in respect of
tank cleaning in conjunction with voy
age instructions have already been
and will be done on a case by case
basis.

Class A: More Aromatics Fuels
•
•
•
•

This already provides a good basis for
the upcoming challenges as in future
many different types of fuel will be
available on the market which will im
plicit challenges in storage of the 0,5 % S
fuel, fuel preparation and handling.

Most important parameters of 0,5 % S
fuel are density and viscosity. Fuels with
high density and low viscosity are most
unstable fuels.

•
•

D

n

sa

o
oc

•

•
•

ta
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A residue product of the first distil
lation (Atmospheric)
The used crude oil has very low
Sulphur
Medium density and medium vis
cosity
Quite stable fuel

H4

2
C2

Paraffins

1
nC

A blend with high content of long
paraffinic chains
Low density and higher viscosity ->
Middle CCAI
Stable fuel

Class AB: Straight Run Fuels
(also called hybrid fuels)
•

0,5 % S fuel can be categorized in three
Classes – Class A, Class B and Class AB.
Below gives a rough overview of the
main properties of the different Classes.

A blend with high content of resi
dues from cracking
High density and low viscosity ->
High CCAI
Potentially unstable due to high
content of asphaltene
Existence of Cat fines

Class B: More Paraffinic Fuels

•

Definition of fuels:

Viscosity [cst]

It is expected that from November
2019 the compliant fuels will be avail
able everywhere; in some locations it
is already now. To guarantee a smooth
change over Master and Chief Engi
neer have to stay in close contact with
the Operator and Inspection Group in
order to have one or two tanks (pend
ing on vessel type) cleaned in time to
be able to bunker new fuel.

Cleaning of the tanks is an essential
step in this matter and in general it can
be mentioned that all tanks, which are
cleaned already, regardless of which
size of ships had been in a very good
condition and remaining deposits in the
tanks are minimal.

Naphthalin

950

1000

Presently the first 0,5 % Sulphur fuel are
available, and the parameters are vary
ing very much as shown in below table:
Parameter

Result Change

Density

909 - 988 kg/m3

Viscosity

37 - 342 CST

Sulphur

0.27 - 0.62%

TSP

0.01 - 0.20

Al + Si

2 - 59 ppm

Net energy

40 - 42

CCAI

797 - 823

Source: VPS

Fuel specification – ISO 8217

It is important to keep in mind that
the fuel specifications will remain the
same. It is still ISO 8217 for Residual
marine fuels and Distillate marine fu
els. In addition, the products will be
specified like RMG 380, RME 180, RMD
80, RMB 30 DMA and DMB.

4. VLS HFO 0,5 % S -> VLS MGO / MDO
0,5 % S
= Mixing is NOT allowed
5. VLS MGO / MDO 0,5 % S -> VLS HFO
0,5 % S
= Mixing is NOT allowed
6. Hybrid / Blended fuel -> Hybrid /
Blended fuel
= Mixing NOT allowed; Bunkering only
in empty tanks
7. 0,50 % sulphur fuel -> 0,10 % sulphur
fuel:
As the 0.1 % sulphur limit in ECASs,
which are already established under
MARPOL Annex VI, are still in force a
mixing of 0,50 % sulphur fuel and 0,10
% sulphur fuel is also not allowed at all!

Treatment:
•
•
•

As described a lot of different type of
fuels will come on the market. Conse
quently, handling of 0,5 % S fuel is very
important and following factors must
be taken into consideration:

Storage:
•
•
•

Some fuels (aromatics) might have
limited storage qualities
Heating to be done carefully
Segregation of Sulphur

Mixing:

The Ship Implementation Plan in
cludes in Chapter 7.1: “Bunker strat
egy / Commingling and segregation”
where a couple of bunker scenarios
are described. In general, following
mixing scenarios of bunker must be
taken into consideration:
1. VLS HFO 0,5 % S -> VLS HFO 0,5 % S
= Mixing only allowed after approval of
fuel specialists
2. VLS MGO 0,5 % S -> VLS MGO 0,5 % S
= Mixing is allowed
3. VLS MDO 0,5% S -> VSL MDO 0,5 % S
= Mixing is allowed

•

Heating in storage tank to be done
carefully
Settling tank temperature to be
confirmed from suppliers
Purifier temperature to be con
firmed by suppliers
Service tank temperature

Change over from 0,5 % S fuel
to next 0,5 % S fuel:
•
•

Settling tank must be fully empty
Service tank as much as possible
empty

Currently Briese Schiffahrt is working
with charterers on further bunker plan
ning’s and objectives. In addition, charter
parties need to be adjusted accordingly
and strategic plans to be established
that all parties comply with the new
regulations and to keep disadvantages
for any party as low as possible.
As a result of the implementation of
the 0,5 % sulphur fuel it is anticipated
that Port State Control (PSC) will in
crease taking samples of fuel oil from
ships. PSC officers may obtain, and test
samples taken directly from the fuel oil
storage and supply system of a ship;
known as ‘in-use’ and ‘on-board’ sam
ples. These samples are separate from
the statutory MARPOL delivered sam
ple that is obtained during bunkering
and retained on board.

PSC may decide to test ‘in-use’ or ‘onboard’ samples in case of any suspi
cion of any non-compliance.

1) MARPOL delivered sample

The delivered sample is still the sample
of fuel oil delivered on board as per
Regulation 18.8.1 of MARPOL Annex VI.

2) In-use sample

Subject to adoption by MEPC 75 in
April 2020 it is expected that from
autumn 2021 on vessels must define
sampling points that ensure that the
fuel collected is the fuel being used
by the consumer units on board the
ships. Number and location of such
sampling points will depend on the
ship’s fuel system.

3) On-board sample

Also, from autumn 2021 on the IMO
has agreed to require ships to have
samples of fuel to be carried for use
on board. These ‘on-board’ samples of
fuel oil not in use by ships shall verify
the compliance with the ban of car
riage of non-compliant fuel.
It should be noted that IMO made
amendments to Appendix VI of MAR
POL Annex VI which ensures that a
95 % confidence level for testing of
‘in-use’ samples is applicable. This
means that a Sulphur content of up to
0,53 % (0,11) Sulphur must be accep
ted as compliant. In case sulphur
content is higher same will lead to
a detention and fuel has to be debunkered.
Anyway fuel oil supplied to ships by
bunker suppliers is required NOT to
exceed the 0,50 % limit. The sulphur
content of fuel oil being bunkered
is to be stated on the Bunker Deli
ver Note (BDN) as per Regulation 18
of MARPOL Annex VI and should be
verified by independent laboratory
analysis.
Consequently also the bunker sam
pling procedure including the offi
cial sample and Bunker Deliver Note
(BDN) is quite important and refer
ence is made to Briese Technical
Circular T-057.
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Usually four samples are taken on the barge and three samples
are always taken on the vessel.

In case of any dispute on the sample / seal numbers from
the Bunker Delivery Note (BDN) are official and therefore

it should be always tried to use the vessels sample on the
BDN. Anyway, as per MPEC 182(59) the sample location
should be on the receiving vessels manifold, but the word
“should” implicates that it cannot be requested and there
leaves place for interpretation.

Bunker Delivery
Note

HFO
TANK

BDN

?

Bunker
Barge

HFO
TANK

Vessel

Seal No.

Seal No.

Usually 4 Samples are taken on barge:

One for the vessel (handed over to vessel)

One for MARPOL (handed over to vessel)

Two for the barge

CORRECT AS
PER MARPOL

Seal No.
..............
..............
..............
..............

3 Samples are always taken on the vessel

One for the vessel (retained on board)

One for the barge / supplier

One for laboratory (e.g. VPS)

In case the supplier does not agree to take official BDN sam
ples on vessel manifold one crew member should always
monitor the sampling on the barge and in any case also take
samples from vessels manifold. Double seals (from vessel
and barge) to be used and all seal numbers to be inserted
into the BDN.
As per MARPOL continuously drip sampling is requested
under following parameters:
•
•
•
•

NOT
ACCEPTABLE

•
•

Bunker flange with adjustment valve to be installed
Bunker flange to be installed at the end of bunker line
Cubic container to be connected and sealed watertight
Correct adjustment of the adjustment valve and fre
quent readjustment of same
Cubic container should be full after bunkering
Before filling the sample bottles, the cubic container shall
be shaken

The left examples show correct and not acceptable arrange
ments to take bunker samples.
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As mentioned, observation of the samples taking at barge
manifold is very important as different ways of manipula
tion of such barge samples have already been observed in
the past.

For example if not no drip sampler is being used during
bunkering or if the adjustment valve is wrong or wrong
positioned.
Below drawings illustrate possible manipulation scenarios.

Good fuel

Fuel
to vessel
Bad fuel

1. Bunker flange not at the end of bunker line

Good / bad fuel

Valve closed

Cubic
container full

Fuel
to vessel
2. Manipulation by the adjustment valve

The next critical point is the
sealing of the samples.

What to do in case of a
suspicious activities:

Sealing of the samples itself should be
observed as well. Also this step bears
the risk to be betrayed. One factor may
be if the barge has double seals and
does not permit to install a second seal
from the vessel or the seal is not pulled
fully tight and may be used / opened a
second time.

•

•
•
•

Contact your operator in case of
evidential misbehavior in order to
discuss stop of bunkering
Prepare a letter of protest
Always samples from vessel mani
fold to be taken
Do not sign the BDN with remark or
written approval from the operator

Finally it can be said that the change to
new 0.5% S fuel will be more challeng
ing than RMG380 HFO especially in the
way of
•
Storage
•
Fuel preparation
•
Fuel injection adjustment of vis
cosity.

Also the delivery / substitution of a full
sample before or after bunkering may
be taking into account as a possible
cheating scenario.

compliance fuel is found on board the
complete stock must be de-bunkered.
In addition the much larger quantities
and different types of fuel involved en
hances the complexity of the ‘Global
Sulphur Cap’.
There is no grace period which means
from 01.01.2020 the global sulphur
limit will be 0,5 % inlet engines. Fur
thermore, no HFO fuel can be stored
on board after 01.03.2020; means any
fuel with a sulphur content > 0,5 %
should be used or de-bunkered in ad
vance; rightly before 1st January 2020.

The potential commercial loss and risk
is much higher compared to establish
ment of the ECA zones. The PSC will
focus on the 0.5% S fuel especially in
the first stage. In case of no sulphur
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

THE SHIP’S CSR–FILE

The Ship‘s CSR-File
It has been brought to the attention
that there are potential uncertainties
relating to the Continuous Synopsis
Record (CSR) – File.
The requirement for this Record came
into force simultaneously with the ISPS
Code. It shows the main details of a
ship and its potential changes through
the lifetime of same.

Quote from IMO Res. 959 (23):

“The CSR Document“

2. Only the ship’s Administration can issue a ship’s CSR document (Form 1) to a
ship. The first CSR document issued to a ship is numbered “1” and subsequent CSR
documents are to be sequentially numbered. The sequential numbering continues
across change of flag throughout the life of the ship.”

In general it consists of 3 Parts:
CSR = Form 1
Amendment = Form 2
Index = Form 3

Sample 1: GMA – Gibraltar
Maritime Administration
The sample is from M/V Emma Janneke
and showing CSR No. 5. The CSR file is
complete when following documents
are on board all together:
1. CSR No. 1 (Form 1) and Form 2 + 3
to CSR No. 1
2. CSR No. 2 (Form 1) plus respective
Form 2 + 3 to CSR No. 2
3. CSR No. 3 (Form 1) plus respective
Form 2 + 3 to CSR No. 3
4. CSR No. 4 (Form 1) plus respective
Form 2 + 3 to CSR No. 4
5. CSR No. 5, no amendments forms
yet available as there were no 		
changes.
The current CSR consists of 16 sections
in total. It is always issued by the ap
plicable administration (Flagstate). The
layout may slightly differ from adminis
tration to administration. In case there
is a change in one of the 16 sections,
a new CSR with form 2 and 3 must be
applied for. It is NOT permitted to
make any changes/amendments on
the original document itself by hand
respectively manually.
This includes also that there are no in
valid documents. The complete CSR
file must be kept throughout the
lifetime of the ship including the
amendment forms.
Sample CSR from Flagstate “Gibraltar”
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Sample 2:
Flagstate “Antigua and Barbuda”
The sample below is from M/V BBC Asia
which is currently holding CSR No. 3.
The file is complete when following is
completely on board:
1.
2.
3.

•

•

•
•

•

CSR No. 1 (Form 1) and Form 2 + 3
to CSR No. 1
CSR No. 2 (Form 1) plus respective
Form 2 + 3 to CSR No. 2
CSR No. 3 (Form 1)
On board it has to be kept in mind:
The file must be complete; starting
with CSR No 1 (form 1) followed
by further documents sequential
numbering.
Amendment forms 2+3 must be
available also in original on board,
filed on top of the CSR to which
the changes are applicable, as one
finds immediately the reference.
Surely the last CSR has no amend
ment forms yet.
CSRs generally do not expire.
In case changes to ships details,
as they are reflected in the CSR,
changed, a new CSR needs to be
applied for. Nevertheless all pre
vious CSRs must still be filed on
board and kept available.
Upon receipt of the original CSR,
the Master MUST sign for its re
ceipt on the bottom of the page.

The document shall be considered
as curriculum vitae of the vessel!
Sample CSR from Flagstate “Antigua & Barbuda”
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CARGO IN FOCUS

M/V BBC Olympus – Teamwork
makes the dream work!
The Port of Brisbane, located at the mouth of the Brisbane
River, is a cornerstone of the Queensland economy; it’s one
of Australia’s fastest growing container ports and the state’s
largest multi-cargo port. With a future set for growth, a new
ship unloader was acquired and shipped from China to
Queensland in May 2019.
Eventually the M/V BBC Olympus and her crew were charged
to load the 383mt heavy piece in Zhangjiagang, China. An
exercise which was not without challenge. The loading was
difficult and in order to ensure a safe operation, it was re
quired to execute a test lift in discharge conditions prior the
actual lifting operation.
Some adjustments of the rigging were made, and the crew
and the team of Seaway Logistics and BBC Chartering finally
loaded the cargo onboard the M/V BBC Olympus success
fully and - after securing the cargo - set for a safe voyage to
Brisbane.
We thank the crew of the M/V BBC Olympus around
Captain Andrei Khakhanov and everyone involved for
their support making this operation another successful move. We fully agree; teamwork makes the dream
work!
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ENTERTAINMENT

ON BOARD IMPRESSIONS

On Board Impressions
M/V BBC Louise at Detroit anchorage. The picture was
taken by 2nd Officer Kirby Borromeo during maneuvering of the rescue boat.

The two sister vessels M/V BBC Sapphire & M/V BBC Ruby passing
by close to each other in Pacific Ocean. Both Captains, Sonny Vita
lez on M/V BBC Ruby and Arni Amit on M/V BBC Sapphire managed
to take a picture of the other vessel.

AB Oleksandr Boychuk photographed some seagulls on top of M/V
BBC Seine in port of Rio de Janeiro while vessels loading operations.

For more regular updates feel free to visit our Briese
Crew Management Blog reachable under following link:
http://briesecrewmanagement.blogspot.de/
Your support is also welcome so if you have nice and
interesting pictures you would like to share feel free
to send them to following E-Mail address:
hannes.koeppl@briese-crewing.com
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ENTERTAINMENT

PUZZLES

Briese Maze

Solutions to our previous Wordsearch:

Sudoku
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Solutions to our previous Sudoku:

Briese Schiffahrts GmbH & Co. KG
Hafenstr. 12
D-26789 Leer
E-Mail: info@briese.de
Internet: www.briese.de

We are thankful for any kind of thoughts,
comments, questions, ideas etc. Please send us an
E-Mail: BrieseNews@briese.de
Attention: Sandra Sürken, Benjamin Conrad,
Elia Wallenstein
Briese News is an Internal Newsletter which should
provide our fleet with needful information from and about us as well as
information we received from other companies, authorities, societies,
organization and whatsoever should be brought to everybodys knowledge!
All details are given in good faith and without guarantee.

